For Immediate Release

(Tuesday, July 11, 2017)

Alectra Energy Solutions and AMP to develop energy storage solutions
for their Ontario customers
Mississauga, ON – Industry leaders, Alectra Energy Solutions and AMP, announced today that they will be
entering into a strategic relationship to develop large-scale energy storage solutions for industrial, commercial
and institutional customers in Ontario.
Alectra Energy Solutions and AMP will work collaboratively to construct, operate, own and manage an
integrated portfolio of distributed on-site energy assets in order to provide reliable energy storage solutions that
will reduce energy costs and enhance operational resiliency for customers.
Alectra Energy Solutions will leverage more than 100 years of proven utility experience, alongside the
company’s expertise in MicroGrid ownership and operation. This includes utilizing innovative state-of-the-art
predictive algorithms, which are uniquely developed to accurately predict critical peak energy events.
AMP brings industry expertise that utilizes one of the largest and fastest-growing clean energy development
platforms globally to support the origination, development and on-going management of these projects. The
company’s proven track record in the development and ownership of clean energy projects includes utility-scale
and Distributed Generation (DG) assets in multiple markets around the world.
Alectra’s extensive utility experience and AMP’s leading asset development capabilities will provide Ontario’s
Class A customers with energy solutions that are both economically and environmentally sustainable. The
companies will work to achieve customer cost-savings and resiliency goals through top-tier technology services
to deliver flexible customized storage solutions.
Alectra and AMP are working together to change the way that Class A customers manage their energy.
Alectra’s Family of Energy Companies distributes electricity to nearly one million customers in Ontario’s
Greater Golden Horseshoe Area and provides innovative energy solutions to these and thousands more across
Ontario. The Alectra family of companies includes Alectra Inc. (Mississauga), Alectra Utilities Corporation
(Hamilton) and Alectra Energy Solutions (Vaughan).
AMP is a leading energy asset developer globally, and since its inception in 2009 the company has successfully
developed, financed and constructed/contracted over 520MW of distributed generation and utility scale energy
projects across its core markets of North America, UK, Japan, Australia and India. The quality and scale of
these projects have attracted top-tier institutional partners with over $1.5 billion in capital deployed to date,
making AMP a globally recognized dominant clean energy platform.
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